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ur  last three Oracle articles dealt primarily with the glorious feeling of knowing we can be forgiven of
every trespass in the blood of the Lamb (Eph. 1:7; Rev. 7:14 & 12:11). Praise God, no matter how wicked

we have been, if we repent and obey the Lord's terms of pardon, God will not impute (or count) our sins
against us (Rms. 4:8). Any way you slice it, to be declared "FORGIVEN" by God is "GOOD NEWS!"
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We certainly need God's forgiveness and are blessed beyond measure when He extends it to us through Jesus. Surely
it logically follows that others need our forgiveness just as much as we need God's forgiveness. Quickly, let's explore
three Biblical reasons for developing a willing heart in forgiving others who have wronged us in any way.

First, we need to be forgiving because God has forgiven us. We have all sinned (Rms. 3:23), and we all deserve
to be punished eternally for our sins (Rms. 6:23), but God loved us in spite of our sins, and let His Son die to pay
the price for our sins (Rms. 5:8). Knowing the love and forgiveness God has extended to us, how can we dare be
unforgiving to those who need our love and forgiveness? We need to be forgiving to others, because we desperately
need God’s mercy, which is contingent upon our own mercy (Mt. 18:21-35).

Secondly, we need to be forgiving so we may experience the joy of extending forgiveness. Unforgiving,
grudge-holders are bitter people. They make themselves miserable with their hatred, malice, and anger.
Sadly, their unforgiving spirit hurts others, but it hurts them even more. Without correction, an unforgiving
spirit will eventually consume you. However, forgiveness releases the bitterness and misery of holding a
grudge. The grace of forgiveness will truly bring joy to the one who extends it.

Finally, we need to be forgiving because others need to experience the joy of being forgiven. Think how
Joseph’s brothers must have felt, when they learned Joseph had forgiven them for what they had done to him in his
youth (Gen. 50:15-21). They carried that burden for years, but, now, they could finally lay it down. What a relief that
must have been! What joy they must have felt! Compassion, tenderness, and forgiveness will bring great joy in the
home, in society, and in the church, if we can only find it in our heart to be forgiving to those who have wronged us.

hen we hold a grudge we build our own prison walls which isolate us from humanity, but worst of
all  isolate  us from God. An unforgiving heart  strangles  the better  part  of us.  It  snuffs  out  the

influence of the forgiving Christ in our lives. It hinders our prayer life, for how can we pray, “Father
forgive us...,” if we have not been forgiving? However, practicing the grace of forgiveness can set us
free.  “Forgiven”  really  is  the  most  beautiful  word  in  the  English  language,  while  its  first  cousin
“forgiveness” is likely the most beautiful practice!
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